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 Carter's crises: Iran, Afghanistan and
 presidential politics

 ROBERT McGEEHAN

 As presidential election year 1980 began, and for the following months, Jimmy
 Carter was not on the campaign trail but in the White House, a self-sentenced
 prisoner whose term was set to run until some 50 American hostages in the US
 Embassy in Tehran were safely released by the militant students who had held
 them, with the collusion of the Iranian government, since 4 November. Prior to
 the seizure of the embassy, a combination of foreign policy blunders and domestic
 failures had reduced the President's standing to such levels that not only his re-
 election but even party renomination seemed questionable. A dramatic but badly
 handled mass resignation and reshuffle of his Cabinet in July 1979 had fallen short
 of the target of restoring to the chief executive an image of having command and
 control of the government, and a presidentially exaggerated pseudo-crisis over the
 discovery of an alleged Soviet brigade of combat troops in Cuba (whose continued
 presence on the island he declared unacceptable in September and tolerated there-
 after) seemed to confirm earlier fears that even late in the third year of his presi-
 dency Jimmy Carter remained vulnerable to his own persistent amateurism. But
 the mood of America was not receptive to presidential incompetence as the
 economy continued to weaken, inflation mounted, attempts to forge a coherent
 and acceptable energy policy faltered and public opinion polls revealed Americans'
 increasing concern for the declining international prestige of the United States.

 To the litany of such shortcomings as failure to save the Shah, feeble and inde-
 cisive responses to Soviet encroachments in Africa and the Middle East and an
 inconsistent and counter-productive human rights policy were added objections
 to the SALT II agreement, signed in June with Leonid Brezhnev and sealed
 with a presidential embrace. In order to gain Senate votes for the SALT II accords
 and to counter political charges of appeasement, the Carter foreign policy team
 (having in mid-1978 accepted the divisibility of détente rather than interrupt pro-
 gress towards the agreement)1 found itself forced to adopt precisely the get-
 tough-with-the-Russians posture which suggested that against such an opponent
 the game might not be worth the candle.

 Although a good case could be made that the United States was at least as
 successful in achieving its negotiating objectives as was the Soviet Union,2 the
 broader questions in the national debate extended beyond the proposed treaty.
 1 See Robert McGechan, * American policies and the US-Soviet relationship', The World

 Today. Seotember 1978

 2 See Lawrence Freedman, 'SALT II and the strategic balance', The World Today, August

 The author is Director of the United Kingdom Graduate Program, School of International
 Relations, University of Southern California (London), and Senior Associate Member of St
 Antony's College, Oxford University.
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 They included concerns about adverse trends in the overall East-West relation-
 ship; the dangers of a détente unaccompanied by military security; unsolved
 problems of the so-called Eurostrategic theatre imbalance; growing concern that
 the Administration's crisis-response was becoming habitually passive; and
 questions raised by the rejection of the final text by many of its previous negotiators
 including the former President, Gerald Ford, and the former Secretary of State,
 Henry Kissinger.3
 Both the SALT process and détente suffered as the Administration tried to pre-

 sent itself as a strong partner to a good bargain when it seemed to many that the
 reverse was the case. After lengthy hearings, the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
 mittee on 9 November voted to send the treaty forward to the full Senate with the
 recommendation that it consent to ratification. The 9 to 6 Committee vote was

 not encouraging to supporters of the accords, nor was the accompanying 'resolu-
 tion of ratification' which contained numerous clarifications, understandings and
 reservations, two of which would have required the approval of the Soviet Union.
 Proponents and critics agreed that the final result would be extremely close; but it
 will never be known whether SALT II could have gained the Senate's consent,
 since no vote was sought in the last months of 1979 when the Carter Administra-
 tion faced its greatest challenges.4

 The crises facing the President arose from the frustrations and complexities in
 the Iranian situation, where the militant students with official collaboration posed
 a direct challenge to sensitive, although perhaps not vital, American interests ; and
 from the Soviet invasion in late December of Afghanistan, which was perceived
 in its geostrategic implications as a potential threat to vital US interests and a
 repudiation of the norms of détente. Running through these foreign crises was a
 third one, the fragile thread of Jimmy Carter's own domestic political survival :
 elected as a post- Vietnam, post-imperial president, the chief executive had gained
 a reputation for vacillation and indecisiveness just as an increasingly conservative
 electorate began to long for strong leadership and firm policies for the dangerous
 decade ahead.

 Iran- blackmail and impotence
 The limits of state action were imposed by the constraints felt by the American

 super-power when its citizens were seized in violation of international law by a
 mob of political extremists in a state rent by domestic social and political upheavals
 and vulnerable to US forceful retaliation. The crisis began when the deposed Shah
 was permitted to enter the United States for medical treatment and Iranian hatred
 for him and his American allies erupted into mass demonstrations which culmina-
 ted in the occupation of the embassy and the capture of its officials and staff. In the
 American view, and that of most other states (and later, of the United Nations and
 and International Court of Justice), the wrongful nature of the act was beyond

 3 The latter had amazed many observers in September when, in an address in Brussels to a
 symposium on Nato, he not only lamented the vulnerability of the American land-based ICBM
 forces and urged the development of a US first-strike capability, but also suggested that
 America's European allies *should not keep asking us to multiply strategic assurances that we
 cannot possibly mean.*

 4 In early January 1980, as massive Soviet forces moved into Afghanistan, Carter requested
 that the Senate defer consideration of the agreements.
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 dispute: contrary to numerous legal principles and specific agreements, Iran had
 permitted a foreign state's embassy to be seized and its occupants endangered in a
 manner which Carter branded as 'international terrorism'. The President stated

 that the United States would not yield to blackmail, and announced a policy of
 'firmness and restraint'. Among the demands of the Iranians was the return of
 Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, a possibility which Carter declared 'unthinkable'.

 From the outset, two factors dominated the Administration's handling of the
 crisis: the commitment to explore every possibility short of the use of force to
 secure the safe release of the hostages, and the bizarre fact that there was no Iranian
 government, in any normal sense, with which the United States could deal. Apart
 from an ignorant few who imagined that an Entebbe-type airborne rescue opera-
 tion could somehow be duplicated in downtown Tehran, no one knew how military
 means might be employed without the probable loss of the hostages. Iran could be
 punished, but only at the cost of throwing out the baby with the bathwater. Had
 the US taken the military option, the President would have been criticized both for
 losing the hostages and for precipitate action and unimaginative diplomacy. By
 exploring patiently and flexibly manifold possibilities, the common thread of which
 was the concern for saving the hostages, he risked, over time, the charge that his
 efforts had brought neither positive results for the American prisoners nor the
 satisfaction (and perhaps the honour) of retribution against the wrongdoers. Once
 rejected at the outset, force became increasingly difficult to contemplate as
 righteous spontaneity was lost and there remained a possibility only of calculated
 violence (perhaps punishing Iranians with no connexion to either the militants or
 the regime). Nor would it have been consistent with Carter's long commitment to
 human rights and his emphasis on the importance of the individual to have sacri-
 ficed the hostages for the possibly overriding values of national integrity and
 deterrence of future blackmail.6 Yet as the months passed, the only results of the
 Carter approach seemed to be the growing anti-Americanism of the hostages
 themselves as their captors persuaded them of US involvement in 'the crimes of the
 Shah'. By partially yielding to some of Iran's demands (such as an American
 expression of concern for US-Iranian relations during the Shah's regime, or
 agreeing to the formation of a UN-sponsored commission whose mandate was
 both to prepare for the release of the hostages and investigate the alleged misdeeds
 of the Pahlavi period), it could be said that the President's initial refusal to submit
 to blackmail had begun to be eroded; but even as minor concessions to the mili-
 tants' demands were made, a new and more ominous development supervened.
 The Islamic Republic of Iran's spiritual leader and political ruler, the Ayatollah
 Khomeini, was the only visible source of authority in a state suddenly threatened
 by the massive presence on its eastern borders of Soviet troops capable of reaching
 in a matter of days the oil fields upon which Western Europe was dependent.

 6 While few observers dared to state openly that the hostages should be sacrificed, some argued
 that the combination of present humiliation and invitation to future intimidation was such that
 failure to reply forcibly could bring many more casualties. Arthur Metcalf, for example,
 editorially suggested that the next contingency could involve not a religious fanatic in a third-
 rate power, but a new blackmailer with strategic superiority, *the Soviet Union, which can hold
 hostage not 50 Americans in Iran but 50 million Americans in their homes.' Strategic Review,
 Winter 1980, p. 7.
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 The Russian intervention in Afghanistan changed, at a stroke, the priorities of
 the earlier crisis: at a moment when the US lacked the means for effective resist-

 ance to hostile forces, the main objective of American policy was no longer to
 recover the hostages but to deter any threat to the resources of the Gulf. Increased
 pressures on Iran thus had to await responding to the event which, in President
 Carter's judgement, could be 'the most serious threat to world peace since the
 Second World War'.

 By mid-April Carter's tactics partially shifted as he called for support by
 America's allies following the US decision on 7 April to break diplomatic relations
 with Iran and impose further economic sanctions. The United States, he said,
 might avoid the use of the military option if "the allies can join with us in making
 effective the diplomatic and economic pressures that might cause the Iranians to
 release the hostages.' This call for support (which many Europeans resented as
 too much resembling an ultimatum) was less a threat of force than an almost
 desperate attempt to avoid it by trying one more device to ease domestic concern
 over an ineffectual policy compounded by an awareness that the Soviet Union,
 not the Ayatollah, was the principal danger to an America increasingly perceived
 as helpless. On the same day that Carter repeated (to the American Society
 of Newspaper Editors in Washington) his catch phrase that 'we are the strongest
 nation on earth', a major European newspaper's analysis of US foreign policy
 (Corriera della Sera, 10 April 1980) was headlined 'VImpotenza della Super-
 potenza9. By placing the burden of action on the allies, Carter was risking not only
 the embarrassment of further frustration over the hostages, or the use of force
 which would drive Iran towards the Soviet Union, but also the imposition of a
 loyalty test whose complexity for the allies could shatter the façade of Western
 solidarity which had been erected in principle on the issues of both Iran and Soviet
 behaviour in Afghanistan. It was misleading, however, to argue as some did that
 the Tehran problem was 'the wrong crisis' for Carter to use as a criterion of
 Atlantic cohesion, since the two situations had become increasingly inseparable
 in their implications as American credibility suffered and Russian intransigence
 persisted. The humiliation of the United States could serve no Western interest;
 Ruhollah Khomeini, some observers feared, was all too reminiscent of Gavrilo
 Princip.

 Afghanistan- challenge and response
 Unlike Russian military adventures which had occurred in Third World areas

 since the Administration took office without being perceived as a geopolitical
 challenge, the invasion of neighbouring Afghanistan was immediately declared a
 watershed in East-West relations. President Carter ingenuously confessed during
 a television interview on 31 December 1979 that Leonid Brezhnev had lied to him

 about the circumstances of the Afghan invitation to Soviet forces,6 and remarked

 • The Russians themselves nonsensically argued simultaneously that their intervention was
 requested by the Afghan Government and that its leader, President Amin, was in the service of
 the CIA. The massive Soviet airlift began on 24 December. On 27 December Amin, who three
 weeks before had been congratulated by Brezhnev on the anniversary of the Afghan-Soviet
 Friendship Treaty, was killed.
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 that his opinion of the Russians had changed more drastically in the preceding
 week than in the previous two and half years. The meaning of events in inter-
 national relations, hardly amenable to scientific analysis in the best of circum-
 stances, proved especially elusive in the Afghan affair. Western speculation about
 Soviet motives ranged from the relative innocence of a Russian desire to stabilize
 conditions in a Marxist state on the Soviet border which was effectively already in
 their sphere of interest7 (even though its leader may have been suspected of
 dangerously independent tendencies)8 to the sinister possibility that the defiant
 show of efficiently deployed force was but a step in an ongoing Great Game whose
 winning players anticipated the advantages of using Afghanistan as a jumping-off
 point for the warm water ports of the Indian Ocean and the oil fields of the Persian
 Gulf region. American officials disclaimed knowledge of why the Russians had
 acted or of what their next steps, if any, would be. The compelling fact, US spokes-
 men repeated, was that they were there, and being there were in a position to go
 further. Thus without deciding why it had happened or what it meant, Afghanistan
 was and is seen as inherently destabilizing and therefore dangerous. The response
 of the Carter Administration to the Soviet challenge has been to punish the
 Russians for their transgression; to pressurize them until their forces have been
 withdrawn; and, by warning against future aggression while building US military
 capabilities, to deter other attempts to change the balance of forces.
 The American punishment-and-pressure measures included economic sanctions
 embracing restrictions on grain shipments and sales of high technology ; the deci-
 sion to boycott the Olympic Games to be held in Moscow in the summer; and the
 urging of the European and Japanese allies to limit their export credits to Moscow.
 The American strategy for deterrence of future Soviet transgressions rested upon
 two foundations: a declaration (inserted in the State of the Union address of 23
 January and quickly dubbed the 'Carter doctrine') that 'an attempt by an outside
 force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on
 the vital interests of the United States of America. It will be repelled by use of any
 means necessary, including military force', and a plan for increased military pre-
 paredness which would transform the rhetoric of the Carter doctrine from a
 declaratory to an operational policy. It was less important, however, that the
 American posture so resembled previous doctrines elaborated by Truman and
 Eisenhower that it could hardly be considered a conceptual innovation than that
 its message was a clear signal to Moscow that further aggressive moves in the Gulf
 meant war.9

 7 Prior to the Soviet intervention, the Kabul regime was so unstable that only minimal order
 was maintained in limited areas- and this was done with the aid of Soviet combat units. See
 Richard S. Newell, 'Revolution and revolt in Afghanistan', The World Today, November 1979.

 8 As has been argued by Selig Harrison ; see 'Did Moscow fear an Afghan Tito ?', International
 Herald Tribune, 16 January 1980.

 • Indeed, both the style and the content of American policies towards the Soviet Union were
 reminiscent of Cold War diplomacy and very far from the conditions of the Nixon doctrine
 and related notions whose common theme was that the United States was disinclined to take
 an active combat role in Third World areas. The Soviet response was one of defensive innocence,
 purporting to see in the Carter behaviour the old trick of seeking re-election by diverting
 attention from the real economic problems and towards a return to brinkmanship and the
 *cult of brute force*.
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 Whatever the confusions concerning the motivations for the Soviet intervention
 in Afghanistan or differences within the West about how to react, the Carter
 Administration adopted a clear and determined position: the policy was contain-
 ment and the strategy was to take every opportunity to deter further Soviet
 expansionism and to combat it militarily if deterrence failed. The building of rapid
 deployment and naval forces, a continuing playing of the 'Chinese card' which
 soon included a (reversed) US policy of sales to Peking of military items, the
 deployment of a contingent of American Marines and the positioning of air-
 craft carriers in the Indian Ocean, a search for facilities and base privileges in
 nearby regions, encouragement of West German aid to Turkey and Arab aid to
 Pakistan (following the latter's refusal of an insufficiently tempting US offer),
 alerting combat aircraft in Western Europe and staging B-52 overflights of the
 Gulf region, a pledge to Yugoslavia (whose President Tito became critically ill in
 January) of a positive response to any appeal for assistance, and continuing actions
 which had begun in response to the Soviet military build-up before Afghanistan
 (MX missile development, modernized theatre nuclear forces for stationing in
 Nato countries, ongoing commitments to the Trident and cruise-missile pro-
 grammes) all amounted to an American response which if anything was even more
 clear than the act which prompted it.

 Presidential politics- reborn yet again ?
 Jimmy Carter, it was widely agreed, was the beneficiary of foreign developments

 which could hardly have come at a more welcome moment for a domestically un-
 popular leader. The challenges of Iran and Afghanistan, which began separately
 but became intertwined in their effects, afforded the President an opportunity
 to show that he was, after all, capable of firm policies and mature statesmanship.
 As the American presidential election year began, there were many contenders on
 the stump but only one in the White House. Prior to the crises of late 1979, the
 chances of ousting a sitting president had looked better than at any time since 1932,
 especially since the domestic economic situation appeared more salient than
 foreign policy issues. As the primaries progressed, Senator Edward Kennedy's bid
 to take up the mantle of his fallen brothers within the Democratic party seemed
 doomed to failure under the weight of character flaws whose manifestations could
 not be forgotten. On the Republican side, Ronald Reagan, the ex-Governor of
 California, retained his lead over a host of challengers. In early April it looked as
 if the former peanut farmer, elected in 1976 in spite of his complete lack of famili-
 arity with foreign policy, Congress or the workings of the federal bureaucracy,
 was about to be confronted by a former movie actor who shared precisely these
 deficiencies.

 As Reagan gathered delegates pledged to his nomination in spite of his meagre
 qualifications and advanced age,10 observers began to point out that he was
 neither as improbable nor as unelectable as had been assumed. His positions on
 key issues, to the extent that they could be elicited beyond simplistic ideas he
 frequently carried on index cards, seemed attuned to the trend towards American
 10 At 69, Reagan would be the oldest President ever elected in the United States.
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 conservatism-cum-patriotism which was increasingly manifest. Reagan opposed
 inflation, big government and a foreign policy of drift and weakness - all of which
 had come to be associated with Carter. He favoured increased defence efforts,
 defeat of SALT II, and firmness towards Moscow. The prospect of another on-the-
 job trainee appeared not to trouble sufficient numbers of voters to deny him
 repeated primary victories. His foreign policy pronouncements included so many
 inanities as to be almost amusing,11 but his repeated promise of a change from the
 'vacillation, appeasement and aimlessness' of the Carter Administration had great
 appeal when delivered by a pleasant, media-trained personality in a heavily
 patriotic atmosphere.
 Carter's only serious rival in the Democratic party was unable to appeal to
 the public successfully either on the issues or as a more attractive personality:
 Kennedy's argument that the American economy was deeply troubled by inflation
 and high interest rates was indisputable, but of little benefit to the Senator whose
 reputation as a big-spending liberal did not engender confidence in fiscal con-
 servatism; memories of Chappaquiddick, his philandering, his wife's alcoholism,
 his cheating at university and other personal failings contrasted sharply with
 Carter's image of a trustworthy family man. For the Democrats, the first primaries
 were not so much elections of persons holding competing political philosophies
 as referenda on the acceptability of the individuals in the political arena, with the
 President the less objectionable of two flawed figures. It thus seemed unlikely that
 Carter could be unseated either from within his own party or by his probable
 opponent in November.12 In spite of domestic failures in the economy and the
 frustrations of the crises in Iran and Afghanistan, the President had emerged
 remarkably well from a poor start. There remained one prominent contingency
 which could bring sudden failure, a recurrent tendency towards bungling and mis-
 management, especially visible in foreign policy matters. Someone as capable of
 repeatedly shooting himself in the foot, it was observed, could still get himself in
 the temple.

 Much of the Carter presidency has been marked by an inability to elaborate
 consistent and coherent policies on such major matters as US-Soviet relation-
 ships. This has been due in part to the continued presence at the highest levels of
 the Administration of officials whose views differ dramatically on certain issues,
 and in part because from the outset of his tenure Jimmy Carter sought to introduce
 elements of change into American foreign policy which were not based upon a
 systematic analysis of the world structure of power.13 As the focus of confusion
 shifted from the changing pecking order among competing officials to the question
 of the President's competence, speculation increased as to whether the very crises

 11 Reagan often confused the Korean War with the war in Vietnam, could not remember
 which was which as between Pakistan and Afghanistan, proclaimed the Shah's government 'a
 progressive regime', called for a blockade of Cuba and publicly stated that he had it on the best
 authority that West Germany was considering leaving Nato and making a deal with the Eastern
 block.

 12 The third-party candidacy of the liberal Republican, John Anderson, remained only an
 outside possibility.

 18 Seethe present writer's Note in The World Today, July 1977, and note 1 supra. See also
 Stanley Hoffmann, * Muscle and brains', Foreign Policy, Winter 1979-80, pp. 3-27.
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 which had brought a revival of Carter's fortunes had been, in effect, invited by the
 image of a befogged and weak America led by an ineffectual president.
 To earlier memories of the fiasco of the 'neutron bomb' episode, and the 'dis-

 covery' of a Soviet combat brigade in Cuba, was added, in the fall of 1979, a string
 of various mistakes - some traceable to overblown rhetoric, some to naïveté, some
 to clumsiness and some to political opportunism. Together, these gave a strong
 impression of amateurism which irritated America's allies and, perhaps, en-
 couraged its enemies. Examples included acceptance of an international commis-
 sion to investigate the situation in Iran when it had been repeatedly stated that
 release of the hostages would have to precede such a step; the temporary recruit-
 ment of the boxer Mohammed Ali as a roving ambassador who almost reversed
 his allegiance when he learned that his country's adversaries had valid complaints ;
 an offer of aid to Pakistan following the invasion of Afghanistan which was
 rejected as so small as not to make it worthwhile to offend the Soviet Union by
 accepting it; a statement, after having said that the United States would abide by
 the provisions of SALT II, that the President reserved the right to renounce the
 treaty if in consultation with the Senate it appeared that a national interest required
 this ; and the reversal of a US vote in the UN Security Council two days after it was
 cast on the ground that the Secretary of State had not understood presidential
 orders to vote against a resolution containing references to Jerusalem which were
 prejudicial to the Israelis. In addition to these public errors, there were complaints
 from the European allies that they had not been consulted prior to the announce-
 ment of the Carter doctrine, and criticisms from American observers that the US
 had played the China card crudely and badly in view of the continued mutual
 super-power interest in retaining a working relationship with the objective of
 minimizing the dangers of a nuclear war. Finally, as months passed and all efforts
 to obtain the release of the hostages in Tehran failed, only patience or force re-
 mained. Despite Carter's rhetoric, the Russians stayed in Afghanistan, having
 obtained some grain supplies from Argentina; and only a few states were pledged
 to join the American boycott of the Moscow Olympics. The authentic achieve-
 ments of the Carter Administration in arms control, the Middle East, the normal-
 ization of the Sino-American relationship and the strengthening of the North
 Atlantic Alliance failed to draw attention away from the impression that US
 foreign policy was neither firm nor clear but, in Senator Kennedy's words,
 'lurching from crisis to crisis'.

 US over-reaction ?

 As Carter began to serve his fourth, and perhaps last, year in the White House,
 the most important question for allies and adversaries was whether there had been
 an over-reaction to the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. Was it a watershed -
 or only a rough bump on the unpaved road of East-West relations in the Third
 World ? Détente for all its ambiguity had always been a state-to-state phenomenon
 which did not extend to ideological competition, and while the Russian invasion
 was surely unsupported by international law or morality it was not the first time
 that there had occurred a Soviet military occupation of a neighbouring Marxist
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 country. The danger in the developing US foreign policy mood was not that the
 Russians would call the American bluff in the Persian Gulf, but that, having taken
 a firm stand and having warned Moscow that any bid to take over the oil fields of
 the region would risk an immediate war, the escalating rhetoric of confrontation
 would bring the super-powers back to the atmospherics of the Cold War, which in
 turn would preclude future arms control steps and exacerbate competition in an
 already unstable Third World. Relations with the Soviet Union, not lesser states,
 will remain the primary problem for any American administration in the 1980s.14
 Just as détente was divisible in the early 1970s when the United States signed
 the SALT I accords with hands that were less than clean, it was divisible in the
 later 1970s when American leaders opted to proceed towards SALT II despite
 Soviet activities in the Horn of Africa and elsewhere. Détente I may be said
 to have ended with the embitterment of US-Soviet relations in the second half

 of 1979. Its demise was perhaps as much due to American actions (the Cuban
 brigade posturing, inaction in the Senate on SALT II, a new language of anti-
 Soviet toughness in Washington, the overplaying of the Chinese card, and above
 all the decision to modernize Nato's theatre nuclear forces with new American
 weapons in Western Europe) as to the persistent Soviet military build-up and Rus-
 sian probing of targets of opportunity in the Third World. Cold War II may be
 short-lived, but even so Détente II will be different from its predecessor. It will be
 based, as Détente I should have been, on a strengthened West and a balance of
 military power perhaps belatedly redressed by the shock of Afghanistan. President
 Carter may still emerge successfully from his three crises - but the temptation to
 play to a new anti-détente constituency will be difficult to resist.

 14 See Leslie H. Gelb and Richard H. Ullman, 'Keeping cool at the Khyber Pass', Foreign
 Policy, Spring 1980, pp. 3-18.
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